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To be associated with an important and challenging activity
that is being carried out for the first time in the country is a
truly memorable and satisfying, even if somewhat disquieting experience. I was privileged enough to have this opportunity when I was involved in the design and implementation of
India’s first computer. TIFRAC (Tata Institute of Fundamental Research Automatic Calculator) – so was it named by
Jawaharlal Nehru when it was formally commissioned in
1960 – was a truly a unique computer. Some of the features of
this machine are described later in this article. It is also my
intention in this article to convey some of the excitement,
adventure and sense of accomplishment that the successful
completion of this exercise brought to the design team.
1. Introduction
It will not be easy for the average reader to fully comprehend what
one means by designing, developing and making a computer work
during the mid fifties of the last century, the time TIFRAC was
built. To most people today, the word computer signifies either a
laptop or a desktop machine. These have a keyboard, a monitor,
a mouse, a CD ROM, and so forth. Some readers may know that
there is a motherboard inside and that the main component there
is a processor chip.
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Nowadays, people who assemble computers buy these and a few
other components from the market and plug them together into a
readymade cabinet. The only similarity between such assembly
and the design activity that we undertook in the fifties is the
following: both activities involved putting together individual
components or building blocks to make the intended system.
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2. The Early Days
When I came to the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
(TIFR) fresh with my Master’s degree in 1955, I chose to join the
Computer Section because I was advised that, it was where the
future lies. I joined a handful of dedicated people working hard
to build India’s first computer at the Old Yacht Club, which now
houses the offices of the Department of Atomic Energy. TIFR
was located there at that time.

India’s first computer
was taking shape at
about the same time
as India’s first reactor
(the Apsara, also so
named by Jawaharlal
Nehru) was being
designed at the other
campus of TIFR

2.1 TIFRAC and Apsara
The design of TIFRAC was the right thing to happen at an
institution like TIFR, which its founder Dr. Homi Bhabha wanted
to be “the cradle for India’s nuclear energy programme”. India’s
first computer was taking shape at about the same time as India’s
first reactor (the Apsara, also so named by Jawaharlal Nehru) was
being designed at the other campus of TIFR in Holiday Camp
(now called Navy Nagar), Colaba.
The ruling philosophy at that time was ‘do it here, do it ourselves’. This was the case with Apsara because of obvious
reasons – independent capability in the nuclear area and the
potential of nuclear power to solve India’s problems. Similar
reasons prevailed in case of Dr. Bhabha’s decision to have a
computer designed in-house rather than be purchased from the
international market – building of competence, infrastructure and
a strong technological base – in short, self confidence and self
reliance.
The Apsara and TIFRAC design teams, all young bachelors, were
a close-knit community. They shared the same hostel (at OYC) as
also each other’s tensions and excitement, comparing notes about
each other’s progress. I recall the excitement when Apsara went
‘critical’ for the first time. I also recall the time when all the
electronics – the arithmetic, memory, control and display units of
our system operated in synchrony – for the first time. We successfully ran a small program that looped a specified number of times
and stopped when a given criterion was satisfied. Our handiwork
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The building blocks
for today’s computers
are the handful of
complex sub-units,
whereas in TIFRAC

was actually working as a computer! Our excitement was no less
than the excitement when there was a self-sustaining chain reaction for the first time in the first Indian reactor! It was an
experience that made everything worthwhile.
2.2 Building Computers, Then and Now

our task involved
putting together
several tens of
thousands of
individual
components.

Computer science and technology were in their very infancy at
the time when we started our effort. The building blocks for
today’s computers are the handful of (the rather complex) subunits of the type of that we mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. In our case, our task involved putting together several
tens of thousands of individual components (resistors, capacitors,
wires and vacuum tubes). We used vacuum tubes because
transistors were not in vogue at that time, not to mention the
complex large and very large-scale integrated circuits of contemporary technology. The task was complex because the building
blocks were small and numerous. Roughly speaking, this was like
building a complex civil structure using individual bricks and
mortar rather than large pre-fabricated sections and modules. We
even had to design and build the plug-in modules, the back panels,
the racks and even the air ventilation system ourselves.
2.3 Reliability and Ease of Repair
In an electronic system, the weakest links are usually the interconnections. (They can break, short-circuit or develop a loose
contact). The number of interconnections goes up with the number of components. If the number of components increases by a
factor of ‘n’, the number of interconnections may increase by
some number between ‘n’ and n2. This impacts the performance
of the system in two important ways. Firstly, the number of
failures due to interconnections increases by a similar factor. So
its robustness and reliability suffer. Secondly, as the number of
components increases, fault localization becomes more complex.
This is because one has to localize the fault to one component in
say ten thousand, rather than to one component in twenty. These
two reasons alone are responsible for making computers of today
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far more reliable and easier to repair than were machines like
TIFRAC.

When the computer

2.4 Complexity and Flexibility of Design

as part of the

division was formed
electronics

The design of this many-component system is more complex and
daunting, as we mentioned earlier. The upside of this of course is
that design can be far more flexible. (A building architect can
implement practically any design if he used only bricks, cement
and steel. Her hands get tied down if he used only complex
prefabricated sections.)
3. The Activity
When the computer division was formed as part of the electronics
instrumentation group of TIFR in 1955, it consisted of a handful
of fresh MSc (Physics) graduates (with electronics specialization) supported by a few radio engineering diploma holders. The
senior most member of this group was Dr. R Narasimhan, a
mathematician who had returned from USA. None of the
participants had any computer expertise or exposure. None
(except perhaps Dr. Narasimhan) had even ever seen a computer,
let alone use one. There were hardly any sources of information
that could help the beginner to get started, so we had to ‘learn on
the job’.

instrumentation
group of TIFR in
1955, it consisted of
a handful of fresh
MSc (Physics)
graduates. The
senior most member
of this group was
Dr. R Narasimhan.

The basic techniques of computer design were only beginning to
be understood then. Such techniques were being developed at a
few institutes of learning (in the United States and elsewhere) and
in a few industrial establishments such as IBM. Much of the work
done at these places remained unknown to others because much
of it was not published.
There was some minimal information available to us about the
ORDVAC computer designed for the US Military at the University of Illinois. This was sketchy and fragmentary. Lack of
information forced us to stand on our own feet for most of our
design. This was as much a handicap as it was a challenge – and
an opportunity to innovate.
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What we did under
those circumstances
was to build a ‘pilot
model’ of a computer
in the first instance
rather than the full-

What kind of a machine were we trying to build? Contrary to what
one might think, it was NOT a trivial effort or a toy. Our goal –
and we achieved it – was to build a machine that compared
favorably with computers designed and built elsewhere in the
world.
4. Pilot Model

fledged machine
itself.

Was this a recipe for disaster? It could well have been. What we
did under those circumstances was to build a ‘pilot model’ of a
computer in the first instance rather than the full-fledged machine
itself. The pilot model was to be a testing, self-educational and
proving ground for each of us and for our (sometimes crazysounding) ideas. This was finished in about two years, in 1957.
With the self-confidence gained in that exercise, we designed and
built a full-fledged machine, in about three years. TIFRAC (TIFR
Automatic Calculator) was the name given to this machine by the
then Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, when he inaugurated the
new TIFR building in 1960.
5. The Vital Statistics
The pilot model as well as TIFRAC itself were fashioned on the
general principles enunciated in the classic von Neumann report.
It was therefore an IAS (Institute of Advanced Studies) type of
machine.

TIFRAC being named and
inaugurated by Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru.
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The basic components of this machine were the arithmetic unit,
the memory unit, the input-output unit, and of course, the control
unit. Each unit was assigned to a couple of designers who were
supported by the ‘radio engineers’. Each of these units contained
sub-units – complex subsystems consisting of registers for holding numbers, adders, counters selectors, decoders and encoders,
and other digital functional circuitry. Each of these had many
flip-flops, gates and other basic logic units. These in turn were
built out of vacuum tubes, resistors and other components, a total
of over twenty thousand individual pieces of electronic hardware.

TIFRAC had a
word length of 40
bits and a memory
capacity of 1024
words.

As mentioned already, TIFRAC was no toy. It had a word length
of 40 bits and a memory capacity of 1024 words. In fact, it had a
state-of-the-art, three-dimensional magnetic core memory.
6. Innovations in TIFRAC
We had to discover rather than learn how to design a computer
and its components. That being the case, there had to be a certain
amount of trial and error. Often times, we had to reinvent the
wheel. On the other hand, in reinventing such wheels there was
a good chance that the wheel we reinvent would be slightly better
than the original wheel. This did happen now and then and as a
consequence several of the features in TIFRAC were quite innovative and original. A few examples follow.
6.1 The Memory Unit
Those were the days when magnetic core memories had just
become possible. (Earlier computers had used acoustic delay
lines and cathode ray tube-capacitor memory systems which were
very inconvenient and fragile). Not to be left behind, we too
opted for magnetic memories, but readymade memory assemblies
were not available at that time. But this did not deter us, we
procured the basic magnetic cores and built our own memory
system using them for the pilot model which had 1024 words of
12 bits.
One of my colleagues (B B Kalia) took up this task. He and his
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We procured the
basic magnetic
cores and built our
own memory
system using them
for the pilot model
which had 1024
words of 12 bits.

team actually strung the memory matrix together, designing the
special plexi-glass frames, and threading the hair-thin enameled
wires through the sub-millimeter magnetic ring cores – twelve
thousand of them. Each core carried four wires! It was this
engineering skill and careful design and the dexterity of his team
that accomplished this stupendous task. By the time TIFRAC
was built, memory planes were commercially available and the
core matrix assembly was purchased from Mullard and Company, UK. The experience in building the pilot model helped in
expediting the design of the supporting electronics (driver circuits and sense amplifiers) for the 1024 word, 40 bits per word
memory.
6.2 The Rao–Basu Adder
We were very keen about speed. The most basic operation any
computer does is addition. All other operations are implemented
in terms of this. It is therefore extremely important to make
addition as fast as one possibly can. In 1956, B K Basu, a
colleague, and I designed a very novel Carry Bypass Adder,
which increased the speed of arithmetic operations by three times
or more at negligible expense. We also designed an equally fast
shift counter for multiplication and division.
The speed of addition depends on the time it takes for ‘carry’ to
propagate from one end of the numbers to the other. Imagine
having to add 1 to the number 999999999999999. We can easily
see that the answer is 1000000000000000. However, the machine has to add 1 to the right most 9 giving a 10. The resultant
‘carry’ of 1 has to be propagated stage by stage 16 times, till it
reaches the left most 9, turning it to zero and sending a carry of 1
to the (next) left most stage. Similar carry propagation takes
place even when two long numbers have to be added. Even
though the individual digits (bits in case of a computer) can be
added in parallel, the addition cannot be completed till carry
trickles through serially along the entire length of the sum. So one
has to wait for a time interval, which is many times the carry
propagation delay per bit. TIFRAC had a word length of forty
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bits. Hence, addition time had to be more than forty times the
carry propagation delay.
In the carry bypass adder, which split the forty-bit adder into six
sub-groups of seven bits each, we arranged for the carry to bypass
one or more of these subgroups if certain conditions were satisfied. This cut the carry delay time from forty bit stages to only
fourteen bit stages – a factor of three improvement in speed. It
required the addition of only one crystal diode per stage plus three
or four vacuum tubes, an additional expenditure of a few hundred
rupees. Implementing this improvement and seeing the speed
jump up was indeed a thrilling experience. In fact, this design
innovation anticipated a technique that was adopted decades later
in integrated circuit ‘carry look ahead’ adders. The carry look
ahead adders use a technique very similar to ours for increasing
the speed of addition [1].

Our machine boasted
of a textual and
graphical output on a
visual display using a
very original display
strategy for
alphanumeric
characters.

6.3 Textual and Graphical Display
Computers of that time (including TIFRAC) used teletype writers
as the standard output medium. Our machine boasted of a textual
and graphical output on a visual display using a very original
(flexible, line-segment based) display strategy for alphanumeric
characters – this was the subject of
my PhD thesis. Such a facility became available in commercial machines much later.

Figure 1. All the characters
that could be displayed by
TIFRAC.

Fully implemented in 1960 [2,3],
the system had innovative features.
One of these was that individual
characters and letters were formed
out of line segments rather than
dots, giving it much more clarity
for the same amount of information
and making the text significantly
easier to read. (See Figure 1).
A mathematical equation displayed
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Figure 2. CRT textual display by TIFRAC.

Figure 3. Textual and
graphical display by
TIFRAC (probably the earliest ever done).

by the system is shown in Figure 2, while
Figure 3 shows an equation and the corresponding curve along with the X- and Yaxes and calibration markings. In all likelihood, that was the first time when such an
output was ever displayed anywhere on a
CRT screen. In order to eliminate the need
for repetitive scanning, we used a
‘Memotron’, a memory display tube, which
retained the image without the need for frequent refreshing. The
display tube was circular, and all of 4 inches in diameter!
The futuristic nature of this design too was brought home to us in
a very refreshing manner, when Dr. R Narasimhan and I were
visiting Control Data Corporation in USA in 1962 to evaluate
their CDC 3600 computer for purchase by TIFR. The CDC 6600,
which was then being designed and built, was also shown to us.
Their designers showed us the display system they were working
on, pointing out proudly that they had a CRT display facility with
line segment display for text characters. It was my turn to say that
this was my PhD topic and that we completed and implemented
such a system in 1960. I also gave them references to my
publications on this subject. It was nice to realize that we could
‘hold our own’ in the world in a few areas.
7. Conclusion
The culmination of this effort was the
commissioning of this machine and
its naming by Jawaharlal Nehru. In
fact, there was much excitement
throughout. This effort had a mission
– to provide the means for setting up a
National Computational Facility – not
merely for the scientists of TIFR and
the Atomic Energy community, but
for the entire country - and this goal
was well met.
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TIFR teams ran special computer programming courses all over
India for a variety of user groups: users from government, universities and R and D organizations; all of them used TIFRAC for a
wide variety of applications. I recall that well over fifty different
user organizations were using the computational facility of TIFR!
TIFRAC was the single factor that introduced the culture of using
computers for scientific research as well as governance.
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This river will usher in an era of prosperity, it will nurture a rising superpower.
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